HR MANAGEMENT

Mepco HRM – The payroll
and HR management system
ensures user satisfaction

Mepco HRM, based on latest Microsoft technologies, is a suite of
full-featured applications for payroll administration, human resource
management, recruitment and staff development. The system, already
used by hundreds of companies, has received excellent feedback from
its rapidly expanding user base.

HR MANAGEMENT

Mepco HRM consists of Mepco Palkat (Payroll), Mepco
Henkilöstö (Human Resources) and Mepco Rekrytointi
(Recruitment), three standalone modules that can be
deployed individually or all three together. They produce
maximum added value when used as an integrated whole.
The cutting-edge payroll administration and human resource
management system can be used in all business sectors
and in companies of all sizes – including demanding multicompany environments of service centres and accounting
companies.

Top grade usability and efficiency
Our human resource management solution has been
developed within the framework of Microsoft’s international
development programme together with other Finnish
companies. The user interface, developed in collaboration
with the Usability Laboratory of the University of Tampere,
resembles Microsoft Outlook and has been praised as the
most user-friendly interface on the market.
The strengths of our HRM solution include its extensive
palette of features, adaptability to company-specific needs
and excellent interfacing capabilities with other information
systems. The solution enables users to automate processes
and makes daily administration and management work
simpler and more effective. Distributed services and high
self-service degree in tasks such as data collecting and
reporting boost productivity by saving resources for more

system’s powerful predefined reports and salary classes,
its flexibility and the latest Smart Client technologies.
We also take care of system development after the
deployment stage when your organisation undergoes
changes. Harnessing of the full potential of the system
can be ensured with a service agreement, which can, in
addition to daily support and service tasks, be tailored to
include development work. We also support our users by
arranging training opportunities on a regular basis.

Buy, rent or outsource
The system is available as a traditional delivery and in the
form of a rented service. In the latter, all software costs and
usage fees can be made a part of the fixed monthly price.
Leading producers of outsourcing services also employ
our system for payroll services.

Local service from experienced experts
Our customers can rely on the support of Finland’s most
experienced experts who have developed numerous
payroll systems. Our certified Microsoft Gold Partnership
and the latest technologies we use in our work guarantee
ongoing development and secure your investment.
Customer comments and testimonies are available at
www.mepco.fi.

demanding tasks.

Strong support for your company’s
development
The system adapts flexibly to the individual needs of your
company. Efficient deployment is guaranteed by our long
experience with customer-specific conversion tasks, the
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